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Phase 1
• Remote live virtual human to provide live signing (market ready)
• Build a collection of live signed content for further research projects or academic studies
Phase 2
• Develop the necessary technologies and algorithms to explore automatic sign-translation
capabilities (laboratory test/PoC)









ART.30, 21 UN CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS 
WITH DISABILITIES
THE EUROPEAN ACCESSIBILITY ACT
Compliant to the most recent legislations
Television content should be accessible e.g. to the Deaf, Blind, … • EU Member States have an obligation to apply what the Act 
mentions (Directive legally binding)
• EU Law that would make many products and services in the 
European Union (EU) more accessible for persons with disabilities.
Certain products and services need to be accessible:
• Smartphones, tablets and computer
• Ticketing machines and check-in machines
• Televisions and TV programmes
• Banking and ATMs
• E-books
• Online shopping websites and mobile applications
• Public sector and Private companies
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Cost reduction and more interpreted content
Current broadcasters workflow
For each new content: 




1st time only: 
signer travelling to studio for model creation
(realatar) 
For each new content: 
signer remote interpretation and automatic
model animation
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Face: live RGB 












3D Regression on 
2D parameters
identified from the 
video stream only
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OPTION A: HAND SHAPE ANALYSER + KINECT BODY
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Phase 1: Hands and body modelling (+ RGB face)




OPTION B: OPENPOSE + 2D TO 3D REGRESSION
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Phase 1: Hands and body modelling (+ RGB face)
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OpenPose
Image source: MDPI – Fall Detection Based on Key Points of Human-Skeleton Using OpenPose (Chen et al. 2020)
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Regression




Hands and Body: 
3D parameters
Phase 2: Automatic sign language production (proof of concept)
Cloudy with strong wind







CONTENT4ALL leverages state of the art AI technologies:
• Language Translation (via Deep Learning) from German Spoken Language (subtitles) to German Sign Language (DGS)
• Face and Mouth movements via 3D parameters
• Hands and Body movements generations (via Deep Learning algorithms)
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Phase 2: Automatic sign language production (proof of concept)
Automatic Parameters Generation 
From SubtitlesReal Signer Real Signer Parameters
Subtitles
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Phase 2: Automatic sign language production (proof of concept)
• Adding Face and Mouth together with Body and Hands movements (visemes)
• Producing the hands movements separately to the body encourages expressivity
Face and Mouth:
3D parameters
Hands and Body: 
3D parameters
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